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I. International Financial 
Institutions Principles and 
guidelines for Investigations1

Preamble

The following Institutions have jointly endorsed the common principles 
and guidelines for investigations conducted by their respective 
investigative units

• the African Development Bank Group

• the Asian Development Bank

• the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

• the European Investment Bank Group

• the Inter-American Development Bank Group

• the World Bank Group

1� The International Financial Institutions Principles and Guidelines for Investigations, adopted 
by the enumerated institutions, are incorporated as Section I of these Integrity Principles and 
Guidelines, with paragraphs specifi c to the Asian Development Bank (ADB) inserted.

I. International Financial 
Institutions Principles and 
guidelines for Investigations1
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integrity principles and guidelines

These principles and guidelines are intended to be used as guidance 
in the conduct of investigations in conjunction with the policies, 
rules, regulations, and privileges and immunities applicable in the 
Organization.2

For ADB:  These principles and guidelines shall apply to the O�  ce 
of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI), its sta� , and 
any party OAI authorizes or the President appoints 
to perform investigations that OAI would otherwise 
perform, and to all ADB sta�  as well as consultants and 
contractors engaged by ADB and other third parties 
involved in ADB-related activity3 in observance of the 
Anticorruption Policy.4

For the purpose of this document, use of the term “Organization” 
includes reference to all institutions that are part of or related to 
the abovementioned Institutions. The investigative units of each 
Organization are hereinafter referred to as the “Investigative O�  ce.”

2� These guidelines are not intended to confer, impose, or imply any duties, obligations, or rights 
actionable in a court of law or in administrative proceedings on the Organization carrying 
out the investigation. Nothing in the guidelines should be interpreted as a� ecting the rights 
and obligations of each Organization per its rules, policies, and procedures, nor the privileges 
and immunities a� orded to each Organization by international treaty and the laws of the 
respective members.

3� ADB-related activity is defi ned in paragraph 1.C, infra.
4� Board Paper R-89-98, Anticorruption Policy, approved 2 July 1998, as clarifi ed by Board Paper 

R185-04, Anticorruption Policy: Proposed Clarifi cations and Related Changes to Consulting 
and Procurement Guidelines, approved 11 November 2004, and Board Paper R179-06, 
Anticorruption Policy: Harmonized Defi nitions of Corrupt and Fraudulent Practices, approved 
8 September 2006.
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General Principles

1. Each Organization shall have an Investigative O�  ce responsible for 
conducting investigations.

For ADB:  1.A. OAI is the initial point of contact and Investigative 
O�  ce for allegations of integrity violations involving 
ADB-related activities or ADB sta� .

1.B. “Integrity violation” is any act which violates ADB’s 
Anticorruption Policy, including corrupt, fraudulent, 
coercive, or collusive practice, abuse, confl ict of interest,5 
and obstructive practice, as defi ned herein.

1.C. “ADB-related activity” includes ADB-fi nanced, 
-administered, or -supported activity, or any activity that 
materially a� ects or may a� ect or otherwise be relevant 
to ADB.

1.D. “Cross Debarment Agreement” refers to the 
Agreement for Mutual Enforcement of Debarment 
Decisions between ADB and other Participating 
Institutions which allows the Participating Institutions to 
enforce sanctions covering corrupt, fraudulent, coercive, 
and collusive practices imposed and made public by 
other Participating Institutions.

5� A confl ict of interest may not, in all cases, in and of itself, constitute an integrity violation.

continued on next page
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1.E. “Participating Institutions” refers to the signatories to the Cross 
Debarment Agreement and any institution that subsequently 
becomes party to the Cross Debarment Agreement.6

2. The purpose of an investigation by the Investigative O�  ce is 
to examine and determine the veracity of allegations of corrupt or 
fraudulent practices as defi ned by each institution including with 
respect to, but not limited to, projects fi nanced by the Organization, 
and allegations of misconduct on the part of the Organization’s sta�  
members.

For ADB:  2.A. Integrity violations that OAI might investigate 
include

i. Corrupt practice, which is the o� ering, giving, 
receiving, or soliciting, directly or indirectly, 
anything of value to infl uence improperly the 
actions of another party;

ii. Fraudulent practice, which is any act or omission, 
including a misrepresentation, that knowingly or 
recklessly misleads, or attempts to mislead, a party 
to obtain a fi nancial or other benefi t or to avoid an 
obligation;

6� The initial signatories are the African Development Bank Group, ADB, the European Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development, the Inter-American Development Bank Group, and 
the World Bank Group. According to the Cross Debarment Agreement, other international 
fi nancial institutions may join the agreement upon the consent of all Participating Institutions.

Box continued

continued on next page
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iii. Coercive practice, which is impairing or harming, or 
threatening to impair or harm, directly or indirectly, 
any party or the property of the party to infl uence 
improperly the actions of a party;

iv. Collusive practice, which is an arrangement 
between two or more parties designed to achieve 
an improper purpose, including infl uencing 
improperly the actions of another party;7 

v. Abuse, which is theft, waste or improper use of 
assets related to ADB-related activity, either 
committed intentionally or through reckless 
disregard;

vi. Confl ict of interest, which is any situation in 
which a party has interests that could improperly 
infl uence that party’s performance of o�  cial duties 
or responsibilities, contractual obligations, or 
compliance with applicable laws and regulations;

vii. Obstructive practice, which includes (a) 
deliberately destroying, falsifying, altering, or 
concealing of evidence material to an ADB 
investigation; (b) making false statements to 
investigators in order to materially impede an ADB 
investigation; (c) failing to comply with requests

7� The defi nitions of corruption, fraud, coercion, and collusion are harmonized with other 
multilateral development banks and adopted by ADB under Board Paper R179-06.

Box continued

continued on next page
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to provide information, documents, or records 
in connection with an OAI investigation; (d) 
threatening, harassing, or intimidating any party to 
prevent it from disclosing its knowledge of matters 
relevant to the investigation or from pursuing the 
investigation; or (e) materially impeding ADB’s 
contractual rights of audit or inspection or access 
to information;

viii. Violations of ADB sanctions;

ix. Retaliation against whistleblowers or witnesses, 
which is any detrimental act, direct or indirect, 
recommended, threatened or taken against a 
whistleblower or witness, or person associated with 
a whistleblower or witness, in a manner material to 
a complaint because of the report or cooperation 
with an ADB investigation by the whistleblower or 
witness, which shall be investigated in accordance 
with Administrative Order (AO) 2.10;8 and

x. Other violations of ADB’s Anticorruption Policy, 
including failure to adhere to the highest ethical 
standards.

 2.B. Investigations may include attempts to commit or 
suspicions of any integrity violations.

8� Whistleblower and Witness Protection.

Box continued

continued on next page
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 2.C. Allegations of misconduct by ADB sta�  involving 
integrity violations or retaliation against whistleblowers 
or witnesses will be investigated by OAI in accordance 
with these Integrity Principles and Guidelines, Appendix 
2 of AO 2.04,9 and AO 2.10.

 2.D. OAI may investigate other misconduct, pursuant 
to AO 2.04, at the request of the President or Director 
General, Budget, Personnel, and Management Systems 
Department (BPMSD).

3. The Investigative O�  ce shall maintain objectivity, impartiality, and 
fairness throughout the investigative process and conduct its activities 
competently and with the highest levels of integrity. In particular, the 
Investigative O�  ce shall perform its duties independently from those 
responsible for or involved in operational activities and from sta�  
members liable to be subject of investigations and shall also be free from 
improper infl uence and fear of retaliation.

4. The sta�  of the Investigative O�  ce shall disclose to a supervisor 
in a timely fashion any actual or potential confl icts of interest he or she 
may have in an investigation in which he or she is participating, and the 
supervisor shall take appropriate action to remedy the confl ict.

For ADB:  4.A. Disclosure of confl icts of interests shall be made 
to the Head, OAI or his/her designee promptly upon 
discovery and before any investigative action is taken. 
Confl icts involving the Head, OAI shall be disclosed 

9� Disciplinary Measures and Procedures.

Box continued

continued on next page
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Box continued

to the President. Any action to manage the confl ict of 
interest shall be in writing. Actions to address confl icts 
of interest may include, but are not limited to, exclusion 
from an investigation, and limits on access to case 
records and information.

5. Appropriate procedures shall be put in place to investigate 
allegations of misconduct on the part of any sta�  member of an 
Investigative O�  ce.

For ADB:  5.A. Reports of allegations of a suspected integrity 
violation or misconduct of managerial sta�  in OAI 
or BPMSD can be made to the Vice-President 
(Administration and Corporate Management), in 
accordance with AO 2.10, clause 4.3.

5.B. Reports of allegations of a suspected integrity 
violation or misconduct of any Vice-President can be 
made to the President, in accordance with AO 2.10, 
clause 4.4.

5.C. Reports of allegations of integrity violations by 
other OAI sta� , consultants or contractors may be 
made directly to the Head or Director of OAI. 

6. Each Organization shall publish the mandate and/or terms of 
reference of its Investigative O�  ce as well as an annual report highlighting 
the integrity and antifraud and corruption activities of its Investigative 
O�  ce in accordance with its policies on the disclosure of information.
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For ADB:  6.A. OAI, its sta� , any party OAI authorizes, or anyone 
the President appoints to perform investigations that 
OAI would otherwise perform, shall assess allegations 
and conduct investigations under these principles and 
guidelines, and recommend administrative action for 
ADB to take to address such concerns.

6.B. Under its Terms of Reference, the Head, OAI is 
directly responsible to the President. He or she reports 
directly to the President, and through the President, to 
the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors, on the 
signifi cant activities and outcomes of OAI. In carrying 
out OAI’s activities, the Head, OAI and the authorized 
sta�  members in OAI shall have full and unrestricted 
access to (and may have temporary possession or 
control of) information and records relating to all ADB 
activities, ADB personnel, and ADB physical property. 
The principal responsibilities of OAI are

• in collaboration with relevant departments/o�  ces, 
to advance awareness of ADB’s Anticorruption 
Policy;

• in consultation with relevant departments/o�  ces, 
propose and review appropriate procedures under 
the Anticorruption Policy to ensure that all sta�  
members and projects adhere to the highest 
standards to maintain integrity against corruption;

• to serve as the initial point of contact for all alleged 
incidents of integrity violations, as defi ned by ADB in 

continued on next page
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paragraph 2.A. in any ADB-related activity, including 
its sta�  members;

• to conduct independent and objective investigations 
of integrity violations pursuant to ADB’s 
Anticorruption Policy known to or identifi ed by OAI;

• to conduct project procurement-related reviews of 
ADB-fi nanced activities to help prevent and detect 
integrity violations;

• to provide investigative fi ndings which shall be dealt 
with as stipulated in these Integrity Principles and 
Guidelines;

• in the conduct of investigation, to coordinate 
with Management, O�  ce of the General Counsel 
(OGC), BPMSD, and other departments/o�  ces, 
as appropriate, and adopt appropriate procedures 
to determine whether an integrity violation has 
occurred; gather su�  cient evidential matter 
thereon; design procedures to follow in attempting 
to identify the perpetrators, the extent, techniques 
used, and cause of the integrity violation; determine 
if controls need to be implemented or strengthened 
to reduce vulnerability; and design mechanisms 
to help disclose the existence of similar fraud, 
corruption or abuse;

continued on next page
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• to investigate allegations of misconduct by sta�  
members involving integrity violations in accordance 
with these Integrity Principles and Guidelines and 
Appendix 2 of AO 2.04;

• to investigate allegations of misconduct referred to 
by the HR Business Partners Division in accordance 
with AO 2.04;

• to prepare and submit an annual report to the 
President summarizing its activities;

• to consult and collaborate with other multilateral 
development banks, international fi nancial 
institutions, or other relevant parties to exchange 
ideas, practical experience, and insight on how 
best to address integrity violations, internally and 
externally;

• to provide independent advice to Management 
or concerned departments/o�  ces on integrity 
or money laundering/fi nancing of terrorism (ML/
FT) concerns, including investigations to facilitate 
ADB’s ability to assess signifi cant integrity or ML/FT 
concerns; and

• to provide guidance to concerned departments/
o�  ces on integrity and ML/FT risks and on integrity 
due diligence, which encompasses ML/FT checks.
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7. The Investigative O�  ce shall take reasonable measures to 
protect as confi dential any nonpublic information associated with an 
investigation, including the identity of parties that are the subject of the 
investigation and of parties providing testimony or evidence. The manner 
in which all information is held and made available to parties within 
each Organization or parties outside of the Organization, including 
national authorities, is subject to the Organization’s rules, policies, and 
procedures. 

For ADB:  7.A. OAI will retain its information and records under 
adequate physical, electronic and procedural controls. 
OAI will limit the circulation of information regarding 
an investigation, such as the subject matter of the 
investigation and identity of parties, strictly to those with 
a need to know. Depending on the nature of the case, 
OAI may disclose certain evidence to the subject of an 
investigation10 in a manner that considers the need to 
protect whistleblowers and witnesses in accordance with 
AO 2.10.

7.B. Only OAI and the President may access OAI fi les 
and records. OAI or the President may determine 
whether OAI fi les and records may be shared, unedited 
or redacted, with other parties, subject to AO 2.04, 
AO 2.10, the Public Communications Policy, and other 
relevant ADB rules.

8. Investigative fi ndings shall be based on facts and related analysis, 
which may include reasonable inferences.

10� “Subject” of an investigation means a party who is alleged to have engaged in an integrity 
violation and/or misconduct that OAI is investigating. 
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9. The Investigative O�  ce shall make recommendations, as 
appropriate, to the Organization’s management that are derived from its 
investigative fi ndings.

10. All investigations conducted by the Investigative O�  ce are 
administrative in nature. 

Defi nitions

11. Misconduct is a failure by a sta�  member to observe the rules of 
conduct or the standards of behavior prescribed by the Organization.

For ADB:  11.A. ADB’s rules of conduct and standards of behavior 
are provided in AO 2.02.11 ADB rules covering 
misconduct are found in AO 2.04.12

12.  The standard of proof that shall be used to determine whether a 
complaint is substantiated is defi ned for the purposes of an investigation 
as information that, as a whole, shows that something is more probable 
than not.

For ADB:  12.A. ADB may refer to this standard of proof as 
preponderance of evidence, or evidence su�  cient to 
support a reasonable belief, taking into consideration all 
relevant factors and circumstances, that on the balance 
of probabilities, a given party has committed an integrity 
violation.

11� Personnel Policy Statement and Duties, Rights and Responsibilities of Sta�  Members. 
12� Under AO 2.10, retaliation is misconduct and those engaged in retaliation are subject to the 

disciplinary provisions under AO 2.04.
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Rights and Obligations 

Witnesses and Subjects

13. A sta�  member who qualifi es as a “whistleblower ” under the rules, 
policies, and procedures of the Organization shall not be subjected to 
retaliation by the Organization. The Organization will treat retaliation as 
a separate act of misconduct.

For ADB:  13.A. Whistleblower and witness protection shall be 
governed by AO 2.10.

14. The Organization may require sta�  to report suspected acts of 
fraud, corruption, and other forms of misconduct.

For ADB:  14.A. ADB sta�  are obligated to report any suspected 
integrity violation to OAI. Sta�  are encouraged to report 
other suspected misconduct to BPMSD, in accordance 
with AO 2.10. No approvals or authorizations are needed 
by sta�  to report a suspected integrity violation or 
misconduct.

15. The Organization shall require sta�  to cooperate with an 
investigation and to answer questions and comply with requests for 
information.
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For ADB:  15.A. ADB sta� 13 have a duty to cooperate fully in any 
screening or investigation when requested by OAI to do 
so. Such cooperation includes, but is not limited to, the 
following

• being available to be interviewed and replying fully 
and truthfully to all questions asked;

• providing OAI with any items requested that are 
within the sta�  member’s control including, but not 
limited to, documents and other physical objects;

• cooperating in any testing requested by 
OAI, including but not limited to, fi ngerprint 
identifi cation, handwriting analysis, and physical 
examination and analysis;14 and

• preserving and protecting confi dentiality of all 
information discussed with OAI and BPMSD.

15.B. A sta�  member who is the subject of an 
investigation must allow his or her fi nancial information 
to be provided directly to OAI if so requested. 
Upon OAI’s request, the sta�  must provide written 
authorization addressed to his or her fi nancial 
institution to this e� ect, waiving any privacy or 
confi dentiality rights the sta�  may otherwise have 
related to the information to be disclosed.

15.C. A sta�  member who is subject of an investigation 
may request to be accompanied by another sta�  

13� This applies to subjects and witnesses.
14� Optional for ADB sta�  who are witnesses.

continued on next page
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member15 during interviews conducted as part of an 
investigation so long as such request does not delay or 
impede the investigation. However, such accompanying 
sta�  members may not be from OAI, OGC, the O�  ce 
of the Secretary, the O�  ce of the Auditor General, 
the O�  ce of Administrative Services, or BPMSD. Both 
sta�  and witnesses may consult, at their own expense, 
with outside legal counsel regarding a matter under 
investigation, but may not be accompanied by such 
legal counsel on ADB premises or during interviews 
conducted as part of an investigation. Such consultation 
shall not delay the conduct of the interview, or 
compliance of sta�  with any other obligations under 
these rules, unless allowed by OAI.

15.D. If a sta�  member does not comply with any 
obligation to cooperate, ADB may draw an adverse 
inference from such refusal. In such cases, OAI may 
refer the matter to BPMSD for appropriate disciplinary 
action pursuant to AO 2.04. Failure to cooperate shall 
include not responding in timely and complete manner 
to OAI inquiries, failure to provide documents or other 
evidence that OAI requests, destroying or concealing 
evidence, or misrepresenting facts during, or otherwise 
inhibiting, an OAI investigation.

15� Names of the accompanying sta�  member should be provided to OAI in advance. OAI has 
the discretion to disallow attendance of such sta�  member and to request for his or her 
replacement.
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16. Each Organization should adopt rules, policies, and procedures 
and, to the extent that it is legally and commercially possible, include 
in its contracts with third parties, provisions that parties involved in the 
investigative process shall cooperate with an investigation.

17. As part of the investigative process, the subject of an investigation 
shall be given an opportunity to explain his or her conduct and present 
information on his or her behalf. The determination of when such 
opportunity is provided to the subject is regulated by the rules, policies, 
and procedures of the Organization.

Investigative O�  ce

18. The investigation should be conducted expeditiously within the 
constraints of available resources.

19. The Investigative O�  ce should examine both inculpatory and 
exculpatory information.

20. The Investigative O�  ce shall maintain and keep secure an 
adequate record of the investigation and the information collected.

For ADB:  20.A. OAI will retain

• fi les of investigations related to ADB sta�  for a 
minimum period of 10 years after the sta�  member 
separated from ADB, subject to the sta�  member 
attaining the age of 70 or there being circumstances 
that ADB would not consider rehiring the sta�  
member, whichever is later;

continued on next page
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• fi les of other investigations for a minimum period of 
10 years from receiving the complaint; 

• fi les of project procurement-related reviews for 
5 years after the issuance of report;

• contracts related to retained audit and investigative 
consultants for a minimum period of 5 years after 
the termination of contract;

• correspondence, including inter-o�  ce memos and 
recommendations to Management, for a minimum 
period of 5 years; and

• OAI annual reports to the President permanently.

21. The sta�  of the Investigative O�  ce shall take appropriate measures 
to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of investigative information.

22. The Investigative O�  ce shall document its investigative fi ndings 
and conclusions.

23. For purposes of conducting an investigation, the Investigative 
O�  ce shall have full and complete access to all relevant information, 
records, personnel, and property of the Organization, in accordance with 
the rules, policies, and procedures of the Organization.
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For ADB:  23.A. AO 1.02,16 applicable to OAI, and OAI’s Terms of 
Reference, provide OAI full and unrestricted access to 
information and records relating to all ADB activities. 
OAI may examine any and all ADB fi les, records, 
books, data, papers, and any other materials related to 
ADB’s activities, as and when deemed necessary; take 
temporary physical possession of any material; and make 
copies.

23.B. OAI’s requests for access to e-mails shall be 
provided in accordance with AO 4.05.17 

24. To the extent provided by the Organization’s rules, policies, 
procedures, and relevant contracts, the Investigative O�  ce shall have 
the authority to examine and copy the relevant books and records of 
projects, executing agencies, individuals, or fi rms participating or seeking 
to participate in Organization-fi nanced activities or any other entities 
participating in the disbursement of Organization funds.

25. The Investigative O�  ce may consult and collaborate with other 
Organizations, international institutions, and other relevant parties to 
exchange ideas, practical experience, and insight on how best to address 
issues of mutual concern.

26. The Investigative O�  ce may provide assistance to and share 
information with other Investigative O�  ces.

16� Organizational Bulletin, 12 October 2009.
17� Information and Communication Technology Principles, 11 September 2007.
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For ADB:  26.A. OAI or the President may determine whether 
information, including information gained in the 
course of its investigations, may be shared with other 
international organizations, representatives or agencies 
of ADB member countries, or other parties that 
have a need to know such information in the interest 
of cooperation, harmonization, or other relevant 
considerations, subject to AO 2.04, AO 2.10, the Public 
Communications Policy, and other relevant ADB rules. 
When OAI does so, it will require recipients of such 
information to protect the confi dentiality of such 
information and use it only for the purpose for which 
OAI disclosed the information.

26.B. OAI may cooperate in investigations with other 
organizations, o�  ces, or parties in a manner that does 
not infl uence OAI’s independence and objectivity or 
impair ADB’s privileges and immunities pursuant to its 
Charter.

Procedural Guidelines 

Sources of Complaints

27. The Investigative O�  ce shall accept all complaints irrespective 
of their source, including complaints from anonymous or confi dential 
sources.

28. Where practicable, the Investigative O�  ce will acknowledge 
receipt of all complaints.
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Receipt of Complaint

29. All complaints shall be registered and reviewed to determine 
whether they fall within the jurisdiction or authority of the Investigative 
O�  ce.

Preliminary Evaluation

30. Once a complaint has been registered, it will be evaluated by 
the Investigative O�  ce to determine its credibility, materiality, and 
verifi ability. To this end, the complaint will be examined to determine 
whether there is a legitimate basis to warrant an investigation.

For ADB:  30.A. OAI evaluates, or “screens,” complaints against 
the following criteria to determine whether they warrant 
further investigation. The complaint should contain 
allegations or information that are

• within OAI’s mandate – relate to activities that OAI 
is authorized to investigate;

• credible – there is a reasonable possibility that a 
violation occurred;

• verifi able – practicable options exist to obtain 
su�  cient evidence to determine the truth of the 
allegations on the balance of probabilities; 

• material – the matter is of su�  cient importance 
to justify the projected requirements of the 
investigation and any remedial action; and

continued on next page
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Box continued

• other relevant considerations, e.g., whether the 
matter may be e� ectively addressed through the 
options available to ADB.

30.B. At the conclusion of a screening, OAI sta�  
shall recommend closure of the complaint or further 
investigation to the Head, OAI or his/her designee. 
Decisions to close or conduct further investigation shall 
be documented through an approved report which 
presents the reasons for this decision. Information 
related to complaints will be retained in OAI’s fi les in 
accordance with paragraph 20.A. 

30.C. If a complaint involves ADB sta� , OAI may 
coordinate succeeding investigative actions with 
BPMSD, considering relevant AOs including the nature 
of the possible misconduct. OAI shall do this at its 
discretion and in a manner that does not infl uence 
OAI’s independence and objectivity.

Case Prioritization

31. Decisions on which investigations should be pursued are made in 
accordance with the rules, policies, and procedures of the Organization; 
decisions on which Investigative Activities are to be utilized in a 
particular case rest with the Investigative O�  ce.

32. The planning and conduct of an investigation and the resources 
allocated to it should take into account the gravity of the allegation and 
the possible outcome(s).
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Investigative Activity

33. The Investigative O�  ce shall, wherever possible, seek 
corroboration of the information in its possession.

34. For purposes of these guidelines, Investigative Activity includes 
the collection and analysis of documentary, video, audio, photographic, 
and electronic information or other material, interviews of witnesses, 
observations of investigators, and such other investigative techniques as 
are required to conduct the investigation.

For ADB:  34.A. At its discretion, OAI may gather documentary, 
video, photographic, computer forensic, or tape-
recorded evidence without notice, including to the 
subject of an investigation, provided such activities are 
consistent with ADB’s rules.

35. Investigative Activity and critical decisions should be documented 
in writing and reviewed with managers of the Investigative O�  ce.

36. Subject to the Organization’s rules, policies, and procedures, if, 
at any time during the Investigation, the Investigative O�  ce considers 
that it would be prudent, as a precautionary measure or to safeguard 
information, to temporarily exclude a sta�  member that is the subject of 
an investigation from access to his or her fi les or o�  ce or to recommend 
that he or she be suspended from duty, with or without pay and benefi ts, 
or to recommend placement of such other limits on his or her o�  cial 
activities, the Investigative O�  ce shall refer the matter to the relevant 
authorities within the Organization for appropriate action.
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37. To the extent possible, interviews conducted by the Investigative 
O�  ce should be conducted by two persons.

38. Subject to the discretion of the Investigative O�  ce, interviews may 
be conducted in the language of the person being interviewed, where 
appropriate, using interpreters.

39. The Investigative O�  ce will not pay a witness or a subject for 
information. Subject to the Organization’s rules, policies, and procedures, 
the Investigative O�  ce may assume responsibility for reasonable 
expenses incurred by witnesses or other sources of information to meet 
with the Investigative O�  ce.

40. The Investigative O�  ce may engage external parties to assist it in 
its investigations.

Investigative Findings

41. If the Investigative O�  ce does not fi nd su�  cient information 
during the investigation to substantiate the complaint, it will document 
such fi ndings, close the investigation, and notify the relevant parties, as 
appropriate.

For ADB:  41.A. The Head, OAI and the Director, OAI shall both 
endorse closing an investigation. In cases where it is not 
physically possible to obtain both endorsements within 
a reasonable time, a designated senior OAI sta�  may be 
authorized to endorse the decision as second endorsing 
authority to the Head or the Director, OAI.
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42. If the Investigative O�  ce fi nds su�  cient information to 
substantiate the complaint, it will document its investigative fi ndings 
and refer the fi ndings to the relevant authorities within the Organization, 
consistent with the Organization’s rules, policies, and procedures.

43. Where the Investigative O�  ce’s investigative fi ndings indicate 
that a complaint was knowingly false, the Investigative O�  ce shall, 
where appropriate, refer the matter to the relevant authorities in the 
Organization.

44. Where the Investigative O�  ce’s investigative fi ndings indicate 
that there was a failure to comply with an obligation existing under the 
investigative process by a witness or subject, the Investigative O�  ce may 
refer the matter to the relevant authorities in the Organization.

Referrals to National Authorities

45. The Investigative O�  ce may consider whether it is appropriate to 
refer information relating to the complaint to the appropriate national 
authorities, and the Investigative O�  ce will seek the necessary internal 
authorization to do so in cases where it fi nds a referral is warranted.

Review and Amendment

46. Any amendments to the Guidelines will be adopted by the 
Organizations by consensus.

Publication

47. Any Organization may publish these Principles and Guidelines in 
accordance with its policies on the disclosure of information.
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II. sanctions

Basis for Remedial Action

48. Any integrity violation may form the basis for ADB to undertake a 
remedial action, including sanction. This includes violations that may not 
involve ADB-related activity.

49. In accordance with the Cross Debarment Agreement,18 ADB 
may cross debar parties that have been debarred by any of the other 
Participating Institutions, and the other Participating Institutions 
may cross debar parties that ADB has publicly debarred. OAI shall 
be responsible for notifying the other Participating Institutions of 
each debarment decision made by ADB qualifying under the Cross 
Debarment Agreement, and any modifi cation thereto.

50. ADB may decide that another international fi nancial institution’s or 
legal or regulatory body’s determination that a party has failed to adhere 
to appropriate ethical standards, as defi ned by any established system 
of principles, rules, or duties, including the laws or regulations of a state, 
constitutes that party’s failure to maintain the highest ethical standards 
as required by ADB’s Anticorruption Policy. The party may be subject 
to remedial action in accordance with these Integrity Principles and 
Guidelines.

18� Signed on 9 April 2010, and as may be amended from time to time.

II. sanctions
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51. A party shall be considered responsible for any act or attempted 
act that would serve as a basis for remedial action by another party, 
including employees, agents or representatives, acting in the capacity 
of representing the party, regardless of whether the act has been 
specifi cally authorized.19

52. ADB will ensure due process, fairness, and consistency without 
the exhaustive legal process that is available to parties accused of 
corruption or fraud under legal or judicial systems. ADB procedures are 
administrative in nature and neither a legal nor judicial, nor a quasilegal 
or quasijudicial process.

53. It is not ADB’s objective to put fi rms 20 or individuals out of 
business through its sanctions, although the risk that this might occur 
shall not prevent ADB from imposing an appropriate sanction.

Notice to Parties21 Subject of an Investigation

ADB Sta� 

54. Notice to sta�  who are subjects of investigation shall be governed 
by AO 2.04.

19� To be applicable, paragraph 51 requires (i) identifi cation of an integrity violation committed 
by an employee or agent, and (ii) establishment of employer–employee or principal–agent 
relationship. In applying this, OAI may consider other factors, including, but not limited to, a 
fi rm’s lack of internal control or sound fi nancial practices, top management’s knowledge or 
involvement in the integrity violation, size of a fi rm, and benefi t obtained by the fi rm.

20� The word “fi rm” is used generically and includes corporations, institutions, organizations, and 
other entities which may have independent legal status or otherwise may be distinguished 
from specifi c individuals within them.

21� A party may be a fi rm or individual.
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Other Parties

55. If the results of an investigation indicate that any party committed 
an integrity violation, OAI will take all reasonable steps to present its 
fi ndings to the party, and allow the party an opportunity to respond. 
When contacting parties, OAI may rely on the accuracy of contact 
information the party has represented to ADB. While OAI will undertake 
all reasonable e� orts to contact the party, failure to reach a party, despite 
such e� orts, shall not prevent ADB from sanctioning the party.

56. When presenting its fi ndings to any fi rm, OAI will notify the fi rm 
that ADB may impose a remedial action on the fi rm’s principals and 
other associated or related parties. OAI will also notify and present its 
fi ndings and recommendations directly to such principals and associated 
or related parties on which remedial action may be imposed.

57. The parties shall be given the opportunity to respond to any 
allegation and evidence against them. OAI may withhold particular 
evidence or information if there is a reasonable basis to conclude that 
revealing the evidence or information might endanger the life, health, 
safety, or well-being of any party, including whistleblowers, or if the 
information is otherwise sensitive or confi dential.

58. The parties shall be given a reasonable period, which generally shall 
be no less than 30 calendar days following receipt of the fi ndings, within 
which to submit written materials presenting its response together with 
evidence, if any. Upon request and for good cause shown, OAI may grant 
reasonable extensions to this deadline.

59. Known, related, or associated parties, as described in paragraphs 
82–83, that might be involved will be notifi ed separately and likewise will 
be given an opportunity to respond.
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60. The party may also request an opportunity to make oral 
representations to OAI, providing specifi c reasons for its request.

61. OAI will reevaluate a case upon receipt of any response, and may 
conduct further investigation and/or request additional information from 
the party.

62. Where a party found by OAI to have committed an integrity 
violation disputes OAI’s investigative fi ndings, or when there is no 
response to the fi ndings, OAI shall provide the Integrity Oversight 
Committee (IOC) a report of its investigation, supported with all 
relevant documentation, including the party’s response to the fi ndings, 
if any.

Notice of Findings with Proposed Sanctions

63. Where appropriate, OAI may send fi ndings letters with proposed 
sanctions. The party shall be given a reasonable period, which generally 
shall be no less than 30 calendar days following the date indicated in the 
fi ndings letter, within which to respond and agree to the fi ndings and 
proposed sanction.

64. Where the party does not dispute and accepts the fi ndings and 
proposed sanction, the party must confi rm its acceptance of the fi ndings 
and proposed sanction within the date indicated in the fi ndings letter. 
By confi rming, the party is also agreeing not to appeal the proposed 
sanction and sanction period. The sanction shall be e� ective from the 
date of OAI’s receipt of the confi rmation, as long as it is received within 
the indicated period. 

65. Where the party disputes the fi ndings or proposed sanction, OAI 
shall bring the case to the IOC in accordance with paragraph 62.
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Failure to Receive Notice / Respond

66. If a party refuses to receive the notice from OAI, or receives the 
notice but fails to respond, OAI shall draw an adverse inference from 
such refusal or failure, and this refusal or failure shall be considered as 
an aggravating circumstance. The IOC or OAI may consider the party’s 
failure to respond as a ground for publishing any sanction, if imposed, 
regardless of whether it is the party’s fi rst sanction, and which may lead 
to cross debarment.

Remedial Actions 

Governments

67. If investigative fi ndings indicate that an o�  cial of a government 
committed or was engaged in an integrity violation, OAI will report 
its fi ndings to Management. OAI will work with Management and 
operational departments to assess ways that ADB may respond 
pursuant to the Anticorruption Policy and other ADB rules, policies, and 
procedures.

ADB Sta� 

68. If investigative fi ndings indicate that an ADB sta�  member 
committed an integrity violation or other misconduct, and OAI 
concludes that BPMSD should consider disciplinary action under AO 
2.04, OAI will report its fi ndings to BPMSD. BPMSD is solely responsible 
for the disciplinary process under AO 2.04, although OAI may be 
consulted and support BPMSD throughout any disciplinary process. 
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The Integrity Oversight Committee

69. The IOC consists of three voting members, one of whom shall be 
a reputable external non-ADB sta� . The Head, OAI will nominate and 
the President shall appoint members among ADB’s senior sta�  to serve 
for a specifi c period.22 The Director, OAI or such other sta�  as may be 
decided by the President, shall serve as the secretariat (non-voting) to 
the IOC, and shall ensure that the members selected for each of the 
meetings do not have a confl ict of interest when participating in the 
discussions and decisions of the IOC. Sta� , including representatives 
from other departments/o�  ces where their expertise is relevant to the 
case under consideration, may be called upon to advise the IOC. IOC 
decisions will be by majority vote which, however, shall include the 
vote of the external member of the IOC. In cases where the external 
member’s vote is not part of the majority decision, a new meeting shall 
be called by the secretariat, involving, insofar as possible, the three 
members that initially discussed the case, plus an additional internal 
member as well as an additional external member. At such second IOC 
meeting dealing with case, the decision shall be by majority vote.

70. Disclosure of confl icts of interests shall be made to the IOC 
through the secretariat. A member or advisor of the IOC will recuse 
himself or herself from participating in any discussion or decision 
concerning any matter in which he or she has a confl ict of interest. If 
there is any dispute on whether a confl ict of interest exists, it shall be 
decided by the other IOC members. Recusals and decisions on confl icts 
of interest will be documented in writing by the secretariat.

71. The IOC shall determine if there is a basis to impose remedial 
action on a preponderance of evidence, based on OAI’s report and 

22� Term will normally be 24 months, but the Head, OAI and/or the President may specify a 
di� erent term.
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any other information the IOC might request or be presented with, to 
demonstrate that a party violated ADB’s Anticorruption Policy. The 
IOC23 may make operational recommendations related to the cases 
it considers, and may also consider whether, in exceptional cases, 
to publish the name of the debarred fi rm or individual pursuant to 
paragraphs 110 to 113.

Temporary Suspension

72. At any time during the course of the investigation where OAI 
fi nds that there is su�  cient evidence to support a fi nding of an integrity 
violation against a party, and that it is highly likely that the investigation 
will be concluded within a maximum period of 1 year, OAI may present to 
the IOC, on a no-objection basis, a request for a temporary suspension 
of the party. The request shall include a description of the current 
progress of the ongoing investigation, including any evidence that 
remains to be gathered, together with an estimate of the time required to 
complete the investigation.

73. Similarly, in the event that a party has been temporarily suspended 
by a Participating Institution, and if OAI determines that the party’s 
continued eligibility may constitute a reputational risk or a risk of further 
integrity violations until such time that the party is debarred, and after 
consultations with the Participating Institution having implemented a 
temporary suspension, concludes that there is su�  cient evidence to 
support a fi nding of an integrity violation against that party, and that it is 
highly likely that the investigation will be concluded within a maximum 
period of 1 year, OAI may likewise present to the IOC, on a no-objection 
basis, a request for a temporary suspension with a brief description of 
the basis for the decision by the Participating Institution to temporarily 
suspend the party.

23� OAI shall transmit the IOC’s recommendations to relevant parties.
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74.  For purposes of considering temporary suspensions, the IOC shall 
consist of three members but need not include an external member.24

75. Temporary suspension shall be allowed for a period up to 180 days. 
This initial temporary suspension period can, if circumstances call for it 
and with the approval of the IOC, be extended for an additional period of 
180 days. A temporary suspension cannot extend beyond 360 days.

76. The party shall be informed of the temporary suspension, 
and be advised to refrain from participating in any ADB-fi nanced, 
-administered, or -supported activities during the temporary suspension 
period. Temporary suspensions are not subject to appeal.

77.  A party that is temporarily suspended is ineligible to participate in 
any ADB-fi nanced, -administered, or -supported activity. Any attempt 
to participate in an ADB-fi nanced, -administered, or -supported activity 
during the temporary suspension period will automatically result in a 
minimum sanction of 3 years, which may be aggravated or mitigated 
in accordance with paragraph 88, and be published on ADB’s website. 
Publication on ADB’s website may result in cross debarment.

78. If a temporarily suspended party is subsequently sanctioned, the 
sanction shall retroact to include the period of temporary suspension.

Sanctions

79. The IOC or OAI may determine that a party shall be ineligible to 
participate in ADB-fi nanced, -administered, or -supported activities.

i. debarment: Debarments refl ect an administrative decision 
not to do business with a party whom ADB does not consider 

24� Where necessary, an e-meeting of the IOC may also be convened.
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to live up to the highest ethical standards. Debarment may not 
a� ect existing contractual obligations, and the IOC and OAI may 
recommend the modifi cation of contractual obligations.25

Debarment, other than indefi nite debarments, will have a 
specifi ed minimum period.

ii. debarment with conditional reinstatement: The IOC or OAI 
may determine that a party should be debarred, but set specifi c 
conditions that would merit reduction of the period of debarment 
if met. Conditions may include (a) improvement of integrity and/or 
corporate controls, or implementation of a corporate compliance 
program; (b) actions taken to discipline/terminate those 
responsible for the integrity violation; (c) correction of the harm 
caused by the integrity violation, via remedy or restitution.

Parties debarred with conditional reinstatement may request 
reinstatement with demonstration of compliance. OAI shall verify 
whether the conditions have been met, and based on its fi ndings, 
determine whether or not the debarment shall be lifted.

iii. conditional non-debarment: The IOC or OAI may determine 
that debarment is not required provided that specifi c actions are 
taken by a party. In such cases, a sanctioned party is not debarred, 
but is required to comply with conditions set by the IOC or OAI 
within a specifi ed time period. Should the sanctioned party fail 
to demonstrate compliance with the conditions within the time 
periods specifi ed, a debarment will automatically become e� ective 
for the period established by the IOC or OAI when the conditional 
non-debarment was decided upon.

80. In order to prevent circumvention, sanctions will generally be 
applied to all entities controlling or controlled by the party, including 

25� For contract variations, see paragraph 92.
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those in which the party may in the future have a principal benefi cial 
interest or control.26

81. In cases involving an association of parties, including joint ventures, 
the IOC or OAI will impose sanctions on the party that committed the 
integrity violation.27

82. The IOC or OAI may determine that sanctions should also be 
imposed on an associated party, or the principals (such as owners, 
directors, o�  cers, or major shareholders) of a fi rm, and/or other related 
parties, if warranted, even if a related party was not directly involved in 
the violation. If known, associated or related parties shall be named in 
the sanctions and may include those that have 

i. a familial relationship; 

ii. the ability to control or signifi cantly infl uence the party, 
directly or indirectly;

iii. common or related ownership, management, or control, 
which is not necessarily related to a specifi c percentage of 
ownership or rights; and

iv. an agreement or dependency with another party.

83. In determining sanctions on associated parties, principals, or 
related parties, the IOC or OAI will consider, among others

i. management and organizational structure;

26� In determining interest or control, OAI will consider, among other things, the degree of 
association, proximity of the sanctioned party and the similarity of business activities or 
operations with the sanctioned party.

27� OAI will take into account the level of involvement and degree of accountability that can be 
determined for each party in the association.
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ii. if the related party was involved in or infl uenced the integrity 
violation, or was the intended benefi ciary of such acts; and

iii. the possibility that the subject may circumvent a sanction 
through the related party, taking into account the infl uence the 
subject of the investigation has on a related party, and whether the 
subject may obtain benefi ts through the related party.

84. When appropriate, the IOC or OAI may decide not to sanction 
parties who cooperate with OAI’s investigation.

85. In order to encourage parties to promptly advise OAI of any 
integrity violations that they are or have been involved in, either 
deliberately or inadvertently, OAI may recommend waiving or mitigating 
of sanctions against a party which discloses, in good faith, an integrity 
violation and fully cooperates with ADB. This will apply if all of the 
following requisites are met

i. The party has ceased from committing the integrity violations;

ii. The party has provided and is expected to provide ongoing, 
full, and complete disclosure of any integrity violations that it is or 
has been involved in;

iii. The disclosure was made in a timely manner and as soon as 
practicable after the party has discovered the integrity violation;

iv. The party is not under active investigation by ADB or 
by another international fi nancial institution, multilateral 
development bank, or bilateral organization; and 

v. The party complies with conditions set by OAI for the waiver 
or mitigation of sanctions. 

In accordance with its established procedures, ADB retains the right to 
impose sanctions and other remedial actions on a party, if, at any point, 
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ADB subsequently discovers that such party has 

a. continued or committed other integrity violations; 
b. provided incomplete information on the disclosed 
integrity violation;
c. not disclosed to OAI in accordance with paragraph 85 (iii);
d. been the subject of an active investigation by ADB or 
by another international fi nancial institution at the time of 
disclosure; or
e. failed to comply with the conditions set by OAI for the 
waiver or mitigation of sanctions. 

Other Remedial Actions

86. Other remedial actions that the IOC or OAI may determine that 
ADB will impose are

i. reprimand: A reprimand is a censure for a party’s actions 
and notifi cation that subsequent violations may result in a higher 
penalty. A written reprimand is appropriate for an isolated incident 
of lack of oversight, or where the integrity violation or the party’s 
role in it is minor.

ii. restitution and/or remedy: Restitution and other fi nancial 
remedies may be recommended or imposed independently or 
jointly with other sanctions.

iii. caution: A caution is given where a party has committed 
a lapse not amounting to an integrity violation (e.g., ordinary 
negligence).

87. A reprimand, restitution, remedy, or caution does not a� ect a 
party’s eligibility to participate in ADB-fi nanced, -administered, or 
-supported activities.
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Period of Debarment

88. The base period of debarment, in cases where integrity violations 
have been established, is 3 years. The IOC or OAI may impose a greater 
or lesser debarment period depending on the circumstances of each 
case. The IOC or OAI shall consider the following factors, among others, 
in imposing greater or lesser period 

i. Real or potential harm caused, whether to public safety and/
or welfare, the project or matter in question, or ADB’s interests;

ii. The sophistication of the integrity violation, e.g., degree of 
planning, diversity of techniques applied, level of concealment, 
the number and type of people and/or organizations involved, the 
duration of the integrity violation, and the geographic spread of the 
integrity violation;

iii. The extent of management or organizational involvement or 
level of oversight;

iv. The signifi cance of the role played in carrying out the integrity 
violation, i.e., whether leading, signifi cant, or minor;

v. Whether the party continued the integrity violation after 
becoming aware of OAI’s investigation, or whether the party 
ceased the violation voluntarily;

vi. The degree of cooperation shown during investigation or 
obstruction of the investigation;

vii. Whether the party was previously sanctioned by ADB or 
sanctioned or debarred by another institution or body;

viii. Any previous remedial action taken by ADB against the party;

ix. The background of the party, or a fi rm’s directors, o�  cers, or 
other principals;
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x. The involvement and role of public o�  cials or ADB sta�  in 
the integrity violation;

xi. Any restitution and steps taken to address the concerns;

xii. The existence, establishment, improvement, or 
implementation of internal governance measures to strengthen 
internal controls and to prevent integrity violations from recurring; 
and

xiii. If another multilateral development bank or international 
organization has debarred the party.

89. In determining whether a greater or lesser debarment period should 
be imposed, the IOC and OAI will be guided by the following

i. First debarments, including cases where a party has previously 
been given a reprimand

a. individuals: up to indefi nite
b. fi rms: up to 7 years

ii. Second debarments

a. individuals: up to indefi nite
b. fi rms: up to 10 years

iii. Subsequent debarments

a. individuals: up to indefi nite
b. fi rms: up to 20 years

90. In recognition that ownership, organizational structure, and/or 
management of fi rms might change after a period of time, ADB will 
debar fi rms indefi nitely only in the event of extraordinary circumstances 
(e.g., repeated integrity violations, exceptional damage to ADB’s 
interests). As a change in character for individuals is less likely, ADB may 
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debar an individual who has committed any integrity violation for an 
indefi nite period of time.

91. When a party is found to have engaged in multiple integrity 
violations discovered at or about the same time (e.g., collusion and 
misrepresentation during the procurement process), either in the same 
project or di� erent project, the party may be sanctioned on a cumulative 
or concurrent basis. 

92. If the sanctioned parties have ongoing contracts fi nanced by 
ADB, the sanction may not a� ect existing contractual obligations. Any 
contract variation must be endorsed by OAI to ensure that a contract 
variation involving a sanctioned party is not an attempt to circumvent 
the sanction. It is the responsibility of the operational department 
and the sanctioned party to ensure that OAI has no objection to the 
proposed variation to its existing contract. Failure of a sanctioned party 
to request endorsement may result in the extension of debarment.28

Sanction Violation

93. Attempting to or participating in an ADB-fi nanced, -administered, 
or -supported activity while debarred, or entering into a contract 
variation without OAI’s endorsement will be considered a violation of 
sanction. In such cases, ADB will extend the period of debarment, if 
such is still in e� ect, or impose an additional period of debarment. The 
additional sanction will be for a minimum period of 3 years, which may 
be aggravated or mitigated in accordance with paragraphs 88–89 and will 
be published on ADB’s website. Publication on ADB’s website may result 
in cross debarment.

28� The sanctioned party shall discuss any request for a contract variation with the concerned 
ADB operational department and/or the executing/implementing agency for the latter to 
seek OAI’s endorsement.
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Notice of Decision on Remedial Actions

94.  OAI will communicate the IOC’s or OAI’s decisions on remedial 
actions, including the basis and terms thereof, to the subject(s) of 
such decision(s), executing or implementing agencies, and all relevant 
ADB departments. In all cases where the IOC has decided to impose 
a sanction, OAI will notify the relevant party of a right to appeal in 
accordance with the criteria outlined in these Integrity Principles and 
Guidelines. Where OAI fi nds it impossible to notify a party of an IOC 
decision, OAI will publish that decision on the ADB website following 
procedures outlined hereunder.

95. OAI, in collaboration with Management and departments/o�  ces 
concerned, will ensure controls are in place to enforce remedial actions.

Appeals

96. A party debarred by ADB may appeal the IOC’s decision to the 
Sanction Appeals Committee within 90 days from the date of OAI’s 
notice of the IOC’s decision. Any sanctioned party that could not be 
notifi ed of the sanction by OAI through no fault of the party, but which 
later learns of the sanction, may appeal within 90 days from notifi cation 
to ADB or receipt or knowledge of the sanction. Any appeal must be in 
writing, and clearly and concisely state the reason(s) for the requested 
review of the IOC’s decision, and as applicable, explain the reasons why 
OAI had not been able to contact the party.

97. Debarments as a consequence of accepted sanctions pursuant to 
paragraph 64 or sanctions violations are not subject to appeal and the 
decision of OAI or the IOC, as applicable, shall be fi nal.
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98. The Sanction Appeals Committee will consider appeals that 
include new information to the extent that

i. such information was not available or known, or could 
not reasonably have been known, to the party at the time that 
explanations were sought from it by OAI; and

ii. such information is relevant to the case and may have been 
relevant to the decision to impose sanctions.

99. The Sanction Appeals Committee may reduce or lift sanctions 
ADB has imposed on the basis of the appeal. The Sanction Appeals 
Committee may, as an alternative measure, require OAI to reinvestigate 
and to resubmit the case to the IOC. The Sanction Appeals Committee 
shall consist of two or three vice-presidents, depending upon the nature 
of the case and the length of the sanction.29 The President shall appoint, 
on a biannual basis, a secretariat to the Appeals Committee from among 
ADB’s senior sta� . The secretariat shall ensure that the members of 
the Sanction Appeals Committee do not have a confl ict of interest 
when considering the appeal. The vice-president with the longest vice 
presidential tenure will chair the Sanction Appeals Committee. The 
Head, OAI shall nominate members to comprise the Committee and will 
be present in an advisory capacity. The General Counsel may be present 
in an advisory capacity. In straightforward cases, the secretariat may 
submit an appeal case on a no-objection basis to the Sanction Appeals 
Committee, which in such cases shall consist of two vice-presidents, 
unless one of the two members of the Sanction Appeals Committee 
request that a third vice-president be involved in deciding the appeal.

29� If the nature of the sanction calls for consideration by three vice-presidents, and the 
secretariat determines it is not possible to convene a meeting of three vice-presidents within 
a reasonable time period, the Chair may appoint a head or deputy head of department or 
o�  ce to serve as the third committee member.
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100. The Sanction Appeals Committee will render its decision only 
on the basis of a consensus of all members. Should the Chair of the 
Sanction Appeals Committee determine that the Committee is unable 
to reach a consensus, the Chair will request the President’s involvement. 
The President will help to resolve the di� erences and allow the Sanction 
Appeals Committee to reach a unanimous decision or, if that is still not 
possible, shall make a fi nal decision.

101. Decisions of the Sanction Appeals Committee on any appeal, and 
decisions by the IOC on cases remanded to it by the Sanction Appeals 
Committee, shall be fi nal, binding, and not subject to further appeal.

Reinstatement

102. A debarred party is not automatically reinstated upon the expiry of 
the minimum debarment period. To restore eligibility, debarred parties 
must seek reinstatement. Upon receipt of a request for reinstatement, 
ADB, through OAI, will reassess the sanction in order to determine 
whether to reinstate the party or extend the period (e.g., if the party 
is known to have engaged in any integrity violation during its sanction 
period), in accordance with the procedures on reinstatement outlined 
hereunder.

103.  Requests for reinstatement shall 

i. be in writing, addressed to the Director, OAI;

ii. refer to the reason for the sanction; and

iii. provide the basis for which ADB should consider their 
reinstatement.
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104. OAI will assess the credibility of any request for reinstatement, 
and will assess the merits of reinstating a party. Factors that OAI may 
consider include

i. compliance with conditions imposed pursuant to paragraph 
79 (ii);

ii. reason(s) a sanction was imposed;

iii. restitution;

iv. changes in management or ownership of a fi rm, and whether 
the fi rm’s principals have been and remain sanctioned;

v. verifi able mechanisms to improve business governance;

vi. e� ective administrative, civil, or criminal action initiated by 
the debarred party to remedy the integrity violation;

vii. any other information indicating that the party engaged 
in integrity violations after being sanctioned by ADB, including 
sanctions imposed by other organizations; and

viii. results of administrative or criminal investigations.

105. At the conclusion of its review or investigation, OAI shall determine 
whether a party shall be reinstated. If OAI determines that a party 
should not be reinstated, OAI will prepare a report to the IOC with a 
recommendation to this e� ect. The IOC may decide to either reinstate 
eligibility or extend the sanction for a specifi ed minimum time, after 
which the party may again apply for reinstatement.

106. In cases where ADB debarred associated parties, a fi rm’s principals 
or other related parties in conjunction with imposing a sanction on 
a fi rm that violated ADB’s Anticorruption Policy, OAI’s review and 
recommendations, and the decision on the request for reinstatement, 
may also address reinstatement of those parties.
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107. OAI will communicate in writing the decision on the request for 
reinstatement, including the basis of any decision to extend a sanction 
for a specifi ed additional minimum period. If the IOC decides to extend a 
sanction for a specifi ed additional minimum period, the party may appeal 
the decision to the Sanction Appeals Committee, in accordance with the 
procedures on appeals.

108. In exceptional circumstances, OAI may assess the merits of 
reinstating or otherwise removing a party (including those indefi nitely 
debarred) from the list of parties declared ineligible by ADB. OAI 
may only do this to prevent a miscarriage of justice, or to prevent the 
obsolescence of ADB’s list of debarred parties.

109. A party will be reinstated if it successfully appeals a sanction or OAI 
determines that there has been a miscarriage of justice.

Disclosure

110. The list of parties ADB debars for the fi rst time is not published, 
except as provided in paragraphs 66, 71, and 113. However, the list is not 
confi dential as OAI makes the list of parties ADB debars available to 
parties with a demonstrated need to know, including, but not limited 
to, ADB’s Board of Directors, government agencies involved in ADB 
activities, other multilateral development institutions, and bilateral donor 
agencies.

111. OAI will inform parties that ADB declares ineligible that ADB 
does not publish their names, but that an attempt to participate in 
ADB-fi nanced, -administered, or -supported activities while ineligible 
will result in an extension of the sanction period and their names being 
published on ADB’s website and a consequential debarment by other 
institutions pursuant to the Cross Debarment Agreement. OAI will also 
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publish the names of parties debarred pursuant to paragraphs 89 (ii) and 
(iii). Publication shall not take place until the expiration of the appeal 
period, or rejection of the appeal, if any.

112. If the subject of a debarment decision does not acknowledge 
receipt of the sanction notice despite receipt, refuses to accept 
correspondence, or has moved and cannot be located despite OAI’s 
reasonable attempts, the IOC or OAI may approve posting the 
information, including the name of the subject, on ADB’s website, which 
will then lead to cross debarment pursuant to the Cross Debarment 
Agreement.

113. The IOC may, in exceptional cases such as those involving 
very serious integrity violations, determine that a sanction should be 
published, even if it relates to a fi rst violation.

Cross Debarment

114. Under the Cross Debarment Agreement, a debarment decision 
by a Participating Institution will qualify for cross debarment by other 
Participating Institutions if

i. the decision was based, in whole or in part, on a fi nding of a 
commission of one or more of the sanctionable practices defi ned 
under the Uniform Framework for Preventing and Combating 
Fraud and Corruption, dated 17 September 2006, i.e., corrupt, 
fraudulent, coercive, and collusive practices;

ii. the decision is published by the Sanctioning Institution;

iii. the initial period of debarment exceeds 1 year;

iv. the decision was made after the agreement has entered into 
force with respect to the Sanctioning Institution;
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v. the decision by the Sanctioning Institution was made within 
10 years of the date of commission of the sanctionable practice; 
and

vi. the decision of the Sanctioning Institution was not made in 
recognition of a decision made in a national or other international 
forum.

115. The Director of OAI will notify the other Participating Institutions 
of each ADB sanction qualifying under the Agreement, and any 
modifi cations thereto. The notice shall include (i) the names and contact 
information of the parties sanctioned, (ii) the sanctionable practice(s) 
found to have been committed, and (iii) the terms of the debarment or 
modifi cation thereof. Consistent with the Cross Debarment Agreement 
and the procedure on publication of sanctions, the notice shall be limited 
to sanctions posted on ADB’s website, and shall be sent only upon such 
posting. Any subsequent decision to remove a sanction from ADB’s 
website, such as if a party which originally could not be contacted is 
subsequently found, shall constitute a modifi cation that will remove the 
sanction from the coverage of the Agreement, even if the sanction is 
kept in place but not published.

116. Only such sanctioned parties that are identifi ed by name by the 
Sanctioning Institution are subject to cross debarment pursuant to the 
Cross Debarment Agreement.

117. When sanctions qualifying under the Cross Debarment Agreement 
are imposed by other Participating Institutions, the Head, OAI and the 
Director, OAI will screen the sanctions to determine if ADB should cross 
debar. If the decision to cross debar is made, the cross debarment will 
be published on ADB’s website and the cross debarred entities notifi ed 
accordingly. As the cross debarment shall be e� ective immediately 
from the date of publication on ADB’s website, the period of cross 
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debarment may vary from the original debarment period imposed by 
the Participating Institutions. Any decision not to cross debar a fi rm 
or individual that would otherwise be eligible to participate in ADB-
fi nanced activities shall be recommended by the Head, OAI to the 
President for approval.

118. When the sanction on a cross debarred party is lifted or changed by 
the Sanctioning Institution, the cross debarment by ADB shall likewise 
be lifted or changed.
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